FUTURE

PROOF
RETAIL.
POINT-OF-SALE AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT.

When it comes to point-of-sale software and hardware…is there really such a big difference?
And who you turn to, who you purchase it from…aren’t all companies pretty much the same?
For the Specialty Retail Industry, the answer is…NO.

“TODAY, YOUR POINT-OF SALE
SYSTEM NEEDS TO BE SMART
ENOUGH, FLEXIBLE ENOUGH,
AND ADAPTABLE ENOUGH…
TO STAY (AT LEAST) ONE STEP
AHEAD OF CUSTOMER DEMANDS,
AGGRESSIVE COMPETITORS AND
THE MARKET ITSELF.”
In the blink of an eye, EVERYTHING just changed. That’s the nature of today’s retail
world. Shifting, adapting, evolving...in a thousand different ways...faster and faster and
FASTER. Tomorrow is already here. Keeping up is no longer sufficient. To survive, let alone
succeed, one must lead, continually looking ahead, helping define the very curve itself.

THE

RETAILER’S

BEST
FRIEND.

T

he fast-moving world of specialty
retail, inventory management and
point-of-sale technology is changing
every single day. For most retail
businesses, both big and small, it
feels almost impossible to keep up with it all.

You need someone who will thoughtfully examine
your unique situation and needs … then run full
speed ahead with you to meet your goals. Long after
your system has been installed, you need someone
you can trust. Someone to depend on. Someone who
will stand faithfully by your side through it all.

That’s why customer service (real customer
service) separates Big Hairy Dog from the rest
of the pack. When it comes to the most current
technology, many can step forward and sell you
the latest system. But it’s what happens after the
fact that makes all the difference.

That’s the Big Hairy Dog difference.

• EXHAUSTIVE PL ANNING
• THOROUGH IMPLEMENTATION
• HANDS-ON TRAINING
• DIE-HARD SUPPORT

THINGS TO

CONSIDER WHEN
CONSIDERING

SOFTWARE.
A

s with any purchase, it’s always
important to compare apples-toapples. And the best way to do
that, is to fully understand what
you need in advance…so you know exactly
what you’re buying, and perhaps equally
important, what you’re not buying.

That’s especially important because not all POS
and Retail Management systems are created
equal. Outside any quality issues, sometimes
that’s actually by design. Apparel Retailer’s
manage their inventory far differently than the
Restaurant Industry. One size does not fit all.
It’s so important to choose a POS and Inventory

UNLIKE SIMPLE FOOD
PICTURE MENUS…
SELLING JEANS IN
30 DIFFERENT SIZES
REQUIRES A DEEPER
DIVE. DETAILS,
DETAILS, DETAILS.

It’s so important to choose a POS and Inventory Control Software that was made specifically
for YOUR industry. Even the specific sector and size of your operations makes a huge
difference, not to mention, who designed it and what their track record looks like.
Don’t fall victim to a “pretty face” system off the local office supply shelf. Most come wrapped
in a sexy package but lack real depth where you need it most. These types of solutions are
typically cheap to purchase, but like many things, with software today you get what you
pay for. Aside from money down the drain, equally important, it’s the time and energy
you have to invest when that “pretty face” gets ugly, causing you to shut down, start from
scratch, and retrain your staff all over again.
Instead, make a very calculated decision and do it right the first time. Choosing the right
system for your business is a lot like a good marriage. Smart decisions in advance might
just last a lifetime!

LEADER

PACK

OF
THE

FOR RETAIL PRO.

W

idely recognized as the leading help desk for point-of-sale
software solutions since 1993, Big Hairy Dog has provided
precision inventory control for thousands of stores in the
specialty retail industry. As a result, we have become the
premier resource for Retail Pro software.
Retail Pro offers a feature rich, scalable, and customizable platform to reflect
your business complexity, pace, and strategy while actually growing and
adapting to market changes. Make better buying decisions with the tools that
you need through advanced analytics and eliminate over and under-buying.

• POINT-OF-SALE AND INVENTORY CONTROL
• CLOUD SERVICES
• MULTI-STORE DEPTH AND STOCK BAL ANCING
• BACK OFFICE APPLICATIONS
• IN-DEPTH REPORTING AND ANALYTICS
• MOBILE SOLUTIONS
• ACCOUNTING AND ERP INTEGRATIONS

TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS
The days of the simple cash register are long gone.
Today, just being up to speed is not enough. The
successful retailer must look far down the road, see
what’s coming, and be ready to adapt. Embracing the
power of new technology will make all the difference.
• Mobile POS – Make it easier for customers to
pay…and retailers to get paid.
• Touch Menus – Speed up customer check-out and
overall ease of transactions.
• CRM – Customer Relationship Management with
instant customer history at POS.
• Social Media Marketing – Tools for connecting
with your customers.
• Web Integration – Elegant bi-directional push
and pull of data and web orders.
• Browser Accessible POS – Design your own
screens, workflows, and access POS from any
browser.

BUILDING BETTER
CUSTOMERS

Now your store is wherever you are with one of the most
dramatic improvements in the retail industry. You can help
your customers make purchases anywhere in the store, track
inventory and control your operation…from the palm of your
hand.

Today’s customer desires a richer, far more
personalized retail experience, combining their
past purchasing histories with current information
regarding new products, sales and availability. In a
very real sense, they love having the inside scoop.
If you know your customer and know what really
makes them tick (favorite colors, sizes, birthdays,
etc.) then you have the world of retail at your
command. And that’s exactly the power behind
Retail Pro.

• All-in-one sleek and compact design

• Create a unique, personalized experience

• Integrated thermal receipt printer

• Creation of relevant offers and
better loyalty programs

INTEGRATED MOBILE POS

• Store and forward credit card data
• Cellular and WiFi options
• PCI compliant solution

SOFTWARE
ASSURANCE UPDATES
Nothing is more frustrating than to purchase new software,
only to have it become outdated the minute you install it! Well,
that simply won’t happen with Big Hairy Dog and Retail Pro.
You will always have the most current, up-to-date Retail Pro
software on the market. Plus, as an existing customer, it also
assists you as you grow, with the ability to add new retail
software at a far lower than market price.

• Encourage repeat customers and
more frequent visits
• True CRM for a higher level of personal customer
service

SUPERIOR REPORTING
But it’s never a matter of simply collecting customer
data. Anyone can do that. It really comes down to
managing that information, being able to access it and
make the very best use of it on an ongoing basis. Now,
with Retail Pro Reports, daily ad hoc reporting can look
any way you choose. Enjoy live cloud based data that
you can access from your phone or any device. Never
dial in at the end of the day again. Relax, take a step
back and let the information come to you for a change!

• Future-proof your operation
• Access to all the latest and greatest updates and
enhancements
• Stay one step ahead in an increasingly
competitive marketplace
• Capitalize on retail trends with the latest functionality
• Keep updated with credit card technology
[the ever-changing landscape of PCI Compliance]

• Configurable Dash Board Reports
• Statistical Reports
• Inventory Reports
• On Hand by Date Reports
• Best/Worst Seller Reports
• Merchandise Reports
• Journal Reports
• Purchase Order Reports
• Tender Reconciliation Reports
• Employee Performance Reports

TRUE
FREEDOM
IN

RETAIL.
THE MOST FLEXIBLE
POS SOLUTION FOR
SPECIALTY RETAIL.

From almost every vertical imaginable, the
world’s top retailers turn to PRISM® as their
Platform of choice. The sheer complexity and
rapid pace of today’s retail world becomes simpler,
more manageable, and in a word…profitable.
Your entire operation enjoys a single, consistent
user experience from every touch point. Mobile
or desktop, you maintain one view of customer
details here, there and everywhere.

COMPLETELY ADAPTABLE
TO YOUR OPERATIONS.
A fully customizable user interface is intuitive, easy-touse and adaptable giving your entire operation far more
control and flexibility to run business the way you want.
Traditional, iOS, Android, Windows…it is set up to your
exact needs and what makes the most sense for your
business, workflow and processes, greatly increasing
productivity, saving time, extending your brand, and
keeping customers happy. Plus, whether you currently use
Oracle, SQL, MySQL or others, Prism is “database agnostic”
and will work seamlessly, never missing a beat.

DOWN THE STREET
AND AROUND THE GLOBE.
Designed with faster performance, impressive scalability,
and ultimate adaptability, it provides a powerful retail
management platform with low demands and easy
deployment. With efficiency as the name of the game…
this is the world at your fingertips.
• Fully Translatable User Interface
• Region Specific Currency & Tax Structures
• Expert Support

• Visible Controls – All Channels
• Converged, Secure Data
• Accurate, Real-Time Communication
• Agile, Centralized Control

• Strategic Initiatives – Consultation,
Design & Management
• Cross Platform, POS, CheckOut and
OmniChannel Fulfillment
• Fully Integrated EFT, Employee Security,
and Productivity Management

OPTIONS

MAKE THE WORLD

GO ‘ROUND.

T

he last thing you want is to get strapped down with a
system that doesn’t fit your operations perfectly (that’s
like wearing somebody else’s shoes.) Big Hairy Dog offers
some extremely powerful, competitive options designed
to meet the existing and future needs of today’s growing companies.

QUICKBOOKS POINT OF SALE
Big Hairy Dog is the leading distributor and Service Provider for
QuickBooks in the entire Specialty Retail Industry.
Intuit QuickBooks POS allows you to see exactly what’s selling,
what needs restocking, track customer contact information and
purchase histories automatically. That’s when knowledge becomes
power, seamlessly flowing information to your QuickBooks Pro
Accounting software, making the retail life far more efficient and
easier to navigate.
• Inventory Management
• Paperless Receipts
• Tags
• Mobile Sales
• Contactless Payments
• Built-In QuickBooks DT Accounting Link
• E-Commerce Integration
• Payroll
• Excel Item Import Tool
• Built-In Customer Loyalty

“THE LAST THING YOU WANT IS
TO GET STRAPPED DOWN WITH
A SYSTEM THAT DOESN’T FIT
YOUR OPERATIONS PERFECTLY.”
SAVANT POS
Imagine an entire, multi-transactional, retail portal at the touch
of a finger. And imagine you could access that portal anywhere
in the world, any time you need.
That’s the incredible power of Savant POS.

• INVENTORY
• STYLE
• CUSTOMERS
• POS
• MARKDOWNS

Introducing the first POS system that performs every sales
function, all in a single transaction. That is unheard of! All your
information is stored in a single location, available anywhere
and everywhere you need it. At the cash register, a single sales
slip serves for an endless array of customer transactions. Sales,
returns, special orders, layaways and so much more! You can
even take advantage of an on-line Customer Loyalty Club
integrated right into your current POS transaction.

• REPORTS

Inventory becomes an entirely new game, finding styles, sizes,
colors and quantities right from the register, all the way across
town, or in another city entirely. Now you can SERVE YOUR
CUSTOMERS in a way that will keep them coming back again
and again.

• ACCOUNTING

Powerful MODULES allow you to take full control of your
customers’ preference, their buying history, existing inventory,
special sales...the list is as impressive as it is long.

• LINKS
• PHYSICAL
• PURCHASE ORDERS
• SET-UP
• STAGES
• STORE OPERATIONS
• TERMINAL CONFIGURATION
• UTILITIES

REAL

CUSTOMER
SERVICE.

GAME
CHANGER.
THE

D

eathly allergic to voicemail, we are available 24/7
with our famous “after-hours” support. That means if
you don’t need us Monday through Friday from 6 in
the morning until 6 in the evening (normal weekday
business hours), you can still reach us over the weekend, any hour,
day or night. We are always there for you.

TRAINING AND
TECH SUPPORT
As with all Big Hairy Dog interactions, we take the relationship
“after the sale” far more serious than our competitors. That really
becomes apparent when it comes to ongoing training and support.

“WE ONLY HAVE ONE
SIMPLE RULE HERE…
BREAK EVERY RULE TO
SERVE OUR CLIENTS.”
— MICK MAL ANEY, PRESIDENT & CO-FOUNDER

Advanced features with even the most sophisticated software,
only go so far if you don’t understand how to use them the
way they are designed. That’s why we have made such a huge
commitment with our “train the trainer” philosophy – you might
say we try to work ourselves out of a job to a certain degree.
The hope is that you won’t need us at our hourly rate. In-depth
training, die-hard support and someone to talk to 24-7. That’s a
huge difference in the world of POS.

Unfortunately, over time, hardware and equipment breaks down.
That’s just the laws of physics and there’s not a whole lot we can
do about it. But what we can do is be there for you 100% when it
happens.

• 100% Certified POS and Accounting Integration

Everything we sell, software, hardware and equipment comes
backed with our world-famous Big Hairy Dog Support. On this level
alone, our competitors can’t touch us. (They don’t even try!) We
offer our famous 24-hour, next day replacement warranty as well.
That’s industry-changing! So, if your equipment goes down today,
you can sleep tonight knowing full-well you will have a replacement
on your doorstep tomorrow including the technician time to get you
back up and running. No charge. No fuss. No kidding.

• All Techs and Trainers have insider Retail Operations
experience

• One-on-one Tech Support on U.S. soil…never overseas
• Live caring people. No voicemail
(during normal business hours)

• Free refresher training FOREVER!
• Almost 300 years combined experience in Inventory
Management and POS software

AND THERE’S MORE! A LOT MORE.
FREE Technical Support Chat Rooms
FREE Message Boards
FREE Downloadable Training Videos
FREE Knowledge base
FREE Support or Training at Trade Shows
FREE Refresher Training FOREVER on your Retail Pro System
FREE Monthly Courtesy Calls
FREE On-line Training Seminars
FREE Hardware Loaner Program
FREE E-mail Support

IS THAT A REAL PROMISE?
We believe it, we stand by it, and we always put our money where our
mouth is. Since the beginning of our company, to this very day, we still put
our founder’s personal cell phone number on everything we do. It shows
the value we place on a real relationship with our clients.

“SHOW ME ANY OF OUR
COMPETITORS WHO DARE
GIVE OUT THE CEO/FOUNDER’S
PERSONAL CELL NUMBERS!”
— SANDY MAL ANEY, CEO & CO-FOUNDER

We don’t want to just sell you a Point-Of-Sale System.
We want to be your true partner in success.

Mick Malaney
President & Co-Founder
(916) 803-3939

Sandy Malaney
CEO & Co-Founder
(916) 802-3939

